ACROSS
1 Cut of meat for bear (8)
2 Reportedly, number of goats caught (5)
3 Modest souvenir, but ornate (11)
4 Teasing that is holding teacher up defended by lecturer (8)
5 Grief initially contained, if spouse's error calamitous one offered a chair (6,9)
6 Lifting equipment, shout towards heaven when lifting (6)
7 Couple heads off then with others (3)
8 Historic Welsh county not entirely happy with Welshman? (9)
9 Working dog belonging to us (6)
10 County enclosing half of loch in Scottish region (8)
11 Change a little overrated, I think (4)
12 Musical instrument lover on strike (7-3)
13 Look at gardening job too dear? (3-8)
14 Medic on old American programme (8)
15 She wrote, I gathered, in a different way (9)
16 Containing yellow and white, say, coat of grey (4)
17 Ostentatious weapon, lighter? (8)
18 Asian connection under discussion? (4)
19 Artist's medium stirred into pail (3,5)
20 Wanting risk, judge intervenes (6)
21 Still without something easy? (10)
22 Island where expert retired (4)
23 Money raised, did you say? (5)
24 Indefatigable, yet unable to drive on the freeway? (8)
25 Sin I'm not sure right (3)
26 Writer has left publisher each coin (6)
27 Hunt has Queen in stew (6)
28 Grandee furious, leader of expedition disloyal (8)

DOWN
1 Reportedly, number of goats caught (5)
2 Reportedly, number of goats caught (5)
3 Modest souvenir, but ornate (11)
4 Teasing that is holding teacher up defended by lecturer (8)
5 Grief initially contained, if spouse's error calamitous one offered a chair (6,9)
6 Lifting equipment, shout towards heaven when lifting (6)
7 Couple heads off then with others (3)
8 Historic Welsh county not entirely happy with Welshman? (9)
9 Working dog belonging to us (6)
10 County enclosing half of loch in Scottish region (8)
11 Change a little overrated, I think (4)
12 Musical instrument lover on strike (7-3)
13 Look at gardening job too dear? (3-8)
14 Medic on old American programme (8)
15 She wrote, I gathered, in a different way (9)
16 Containing yellow and white, say, coat of grey (4)
17 Ostentatious weapon, lighter? (8)
18 Asian connection under discussion? (4)
19 Artist's medium stirred into pail (3,5)
20 Wanting risk, judge intervenes (6)
21 Still without something easy? (10)
22 Island where expert retired (4)
23 Money raised, did you say? (5)
24 Indefatigable, yet unable to drive on the freeway? (8)
25 Sin I'm not sure right (3)
26 Writer has left publisher each coin (6)
27 Hunt has Queen in stew (6)
28 Grandee furious, leader of expedition disloyal (8)